
since 1974
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03          Merta

07          Bav

13          Davit

17          Fara

21          Ario

25          Tima

31          Elia

35          Pav

39          Ant

43          Giv

47          Dachi

51          Sava

53          Rata

In some work spaces, there are requirements such as the need for 
a dedicated space or the need to separate staff based on their job 
descriptions.
In these cases, Paadiran second best desks, taking advantage of 
the main features of Paadiran product design philosophy, which is 
variety and efficiency, and providing a range of raw materials,
provide the possibility of increasing productivity as much as
possible.

Manager Desk

Manager Desk
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04Merta

Aluminum die-cast bases with the
possibility of covering various electro-
static powder colors and matching 
the base color with the plate to 
achieve more harmony and integrity, 
the possibility of adding more space 
to the table top for holding short 

meetings

Manager Desk



Aluminum die-cast bases with the possibility of covering various 
electrostatic powder colors and matching the base color with the 
plate to achieve more harmony and integrity, the possibility of 
adding more space to the table top for holding short meetings.

L:195   W:130    H:75Code: PI-TE-41

Merta
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Bav Second

Bav

In designing the Bav 
expert table, it is possible 
to use natural wood and 
aluminum in the bases 
and MDF and glass in the 
plate to have a unique 
identity. It is possible to 
add conference tables to 
hold short meetings.
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Bav
L:180   W:160    H:75Code: PI-TE-40
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In recent years, the corporate workplace has gotten a 
much-needed facelift. In most modern offices, bland
cubicles and austere conference rooms have given way 
to airy, modular spaces that give employees more op-
tions for working, socializing, and collaborating.

Manager Desk 



In designing the Davit expert table, it is possible to use natural 
wood and aluminum in the bases and MDF and glass in the 
plate to have a unique identity. It is possible to add conference 
tables to hold short meetings.

Davit
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Davit
L:180   W:160    H:75Code: PI-TE-42
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Fara

L:190  W:150    H:75Code: PI-TE-44
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Fara tables with integrated angled bases and die-cast aluminum, 
along with the option to use a wide range of raw materials such as 
MDF or natural stone or leather



Furniture
Office
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Ario
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Remove all extra elements and use glass as a base and 
plate and minimal, functional design

Ario
Manager Desk

L:180   W:180    H:75Code: PI-TE-45
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The possibility of changing the 
height of these tables is the 
best option to observe the prin-
ciples of ergonomics.

Tima
Manager Desk



Manager Desk

L:200   W:180    H:75

Code: PI-TE-43
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Tima



More recently, companies have relied on thoughtful
layouts to support employees’ need for mobility. Quieter 
spaces with more calming color tones may be just what a pro-
grammer needs to focus on a challenging coding issue. A 
social zone with modular furniture can cater to small break-out 
groups or larger team meetings.

Support wellness.
In recent years, companies have paid more atten-
tion to employees’ well-being—including their 
mental health. That’s led to a raft of workplace 
benefits and initiatives aimed at supporting health-
ier habits, happier workplace environments, and 
more. Most professionals expect this support: 
83% of employees say it’s important for their em-
ployer to create spaces and programs that ad-
dress employees’ mental health. Flexible schedul-
ing—whether in the office or for remote 
work—continues to top the list of benefits employ-
ees want to see. Workplace design elements such 
as quiet spaces in the office and access to natural 
light also are among employees’ top five requests 
for wellness support. Lighting, says Cho, is a cru-
cial design element that companies shouldn’t 
ignore: “Yes, it’s aesthetic, but there’s a real func-
tion there, too,” he says. “Lighting is very important 
for productivity and it can even change [employ-

ees’] moods.



Elia expert desks with simple, cubic and con-
servative design, are flexible products that 
can be used for various work

environments.

L:170   W:140   H:75

Code: PI-TE-26
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Elia
Manager Desk
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L:180   W:140   H:61.5

Code: PI-TE-26

New Elia
Manager Desk



Pav

Pav desks are designed 
and manufactured for 
interactive work. Two-way 
access to information and 
a suitable space for shar-
ing information are the 
main features of this desk 
and it is a suitable option 
for people with interactive 
work.
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Manager Desk

PavL:230  W:160    H:75

Code: PI-TE-46
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Manager Desk

Ant

Iron profile base + Possibility to add extra space to the table for holding 
short meetings + Attachment with case and cupboard and pull file 

Scan Me
Paadiran Site
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Code: PI-TE-47 L:180     W:160     H:75

Manager Desk

Ant



Giv expert desk with angled profile bases and the addition of deco-
rative and archive spaces on both sides

Manager Desk

Code: PI-TE-48 L:230     W:180     H:75

43

Giv



Work Style

The right approach to office design can help your company navi-
gate technological change, accommodate growth, and adapt to 
changing market conditions.

Scan Me
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The Dachi table is designed and manufactured with the point that a 
supervisor holds several short meetings with a small number of 
people during his working time. This table, while providing all the 
basic and expected needs of the consumer, also has this capability. 
It is suitable for those who regularly hold short meetings with a small 
number of people.

Manager Desk

Dachi

47

Code: PI-TE-39 L:160     W:200     H:75



Different types of work

Make your office a place where people want to 
spend time
Think holistically about the types of work your 
company’s varied teams do. Chances are, each 
needs some combination of privacy for deep 
work; space for calls, teleconferences, webinars, 
or other communication or collaboration; areas 
where small groups can huddle for brief meetings 
or brainstorming sessions; spaces where larger 
groups of people can meet without disrupting 
others.
“Your office is just one part of a network of places 
where work can be done. Make sure you design 
your office with this context in mind, and don’t just 
think functionally by department. Think about the 
varied nature of work, and how to create attractive 
environments for different types of work,” 
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Manager Desk

Sava Code: PI-TE-38

L:160     W:160     H:75

The Dachi table is designed and manufactured with the point 
that a supervisor holds several short meetings with a small 
number of people during his working time. This table, while 
providing all the basic and expected needs of the consumer, 
also has this capability. It is suitable for those who regularly 

hold short meetings with a small number of people.
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Manager Desk

Rata

Manager Desk

Code: PI-TE-28 L:180     W:160     H:75

Rata
Products with simple designs over time and with minor changes are 
still considered and applied. Rata table is one of the examples of 
these products. Products that have been designed and manufac-
tured for many years, but with small and up-to-date changes in this 
The products still have an updated and used look. The conservative 
design of this product has made it a suitable option for different 
spaces and uses.
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